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Abstract 
 

In this article we consider heat transfer in a non-convex system that consists of a 
union of finitely many opaque, conductive and bounded objects which have diffuse and 
grey surfaces and are surrounded by a perfectly transparent and non-conducting medium 
(such as vacuum). The resulting problem is non-linear and in general is non-coercive due to 
the non-locality of the boundary conditions. We discuss the solvability of the problem by 
proving the existence of a weak solution. We extend the analysis to address the parabolic 
case and to the case with non-linear material properties. Also we consider some cases when 
coercivity is obtained and state the corresponding stronger existence results. 
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1.  Introduction 
Radiative heat exchange is a very important phenomenon in our modern technology. It has to be taken 
into account in general always when the temperature on a visible surface of the system is high enough 
or when other heat transfer mechanisms are not present (like in vacuum, for example). A part from 
some simple cases like convex radiating enclosure and known irradiation from infinity, we have to take 
into account the radiative heat exchange between different parts of the surface of our system. This 
leads to non-local boundary conditions on radiating part of the boundary. In some industrial 
applications involving heat radiation the material surfaces are not perfectly black, which implies that 
part of the heat radiation falling on the surface is reflected. To simplify the treatment of the reflection 
we will assume that the surfaces are diffuse emitters and reflectors (i.e. they emit and reflect radiation 
uniformly to all directions). Moreover, we assume that the surfaces are grey, that is, they emit and 
absorb all wavelengths in the same manner. This means that we can forget the wavelengths spectrum 
(colour) of the radiation and model only the total intensity of the radiated waves. In this work we will 
consider modeling of heat transfer in a system that consists of a union of finitely many opaque, 
conductive and bounded enclosures which have diffuse and grey surfaces and are surrounded by 
perfectly transparent and non-conducting medium (like vacuum). The organization of the paper is as 
follows: 

In section  2, we give a short description of the mathematical model for the heat transfer in a 
non-convex enclosure. This leads to a non-local problem.  

In section 3, we will confirm that the variational form for our problem is well defined in some 
appropriate spaces. This can be achieved by studying the properties of the integral operator. 

In section 4, we discuss the solvability of the boundary value problem where the main 
difficulties are the lack of monotonicity and coercivity. 
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In section 5, we extend the analysis to the parabolic case and to the case with non-linear 
material properties (temperature dependent conductivity or emissivity). We also mention some cases 
where the coercivity is obtained and stating the corresponding stronger existence results. 

Throughout the work we shall use the standard Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces with the 

following notations: By ( )SLp
  we denote the space of measurable functions ϕ  for which 

p

s

p

L p

1

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
= ∫ ϕϕ  is finite. By ( )SW pm ,  we denote the space of ( )SLp  functions whose generalized 

derivatives up to order m are in ( )SLp  . The space ( )SW pm ,  is equipped with the norm 

.
0

, ∑
=

=
m

k
L

k
pm pD ϕϕ  Notation ( )SH m  with norm 

m
ϕ  is used for ( )SW m 2,  and finally ( )SH ;1 Ω  

stands for the space ( ){ }.01 Son=ΩΗ∈ ϕϕ . 
 
 
2.  Heat transfer model 
We consider heat transfer in a system that consists of a union of finitely many opaque, conductive and 
bounded objects which have diffuse and gray surfaces and are surrounded by a perfectly transparent 
and non-conducting medium (such as vacuum). We denote the union of conductive objects by Ω  and 
note that in general Ω  is not a connected set. We assume that the boundary Ω∂  of Ω  can be 

represented by ΓΓΓΓ=Ω∂ ΥΥΥ 210   where 0Γ  denotes the part of the boundary in which the 

temperature is given. On 1Γ  the heat flux is given. 2Γ  denotes the set ( )10\ ΓΓΩ∂Ω∂ ΙΙ c   
where cΩ  is the convex hull of Ω . The set Γ  forms the rest of Ω∂ .  . By definition any point on 

Γ  is the interior point of cΩ  . Consequently it will 'see' some other points of Γ  , that is, for any 

point Γ∈x  there exists a set Γ⊂Γx  defined by { }ϕ=ΩΓ∈=Γ Ιxyxx  . Obviously, xy Γ∈  

implies that yx Γ∈ . Thus Γ  can be decomposed into disjoint components iΓ . Under the above 

assumptions, the stationary heat equation for Ω  combined with the heat radiation on ΓΓ Υ2  results 
in a coupled system for the absolute temperature T and the intensity q  of the total radiation that leaves 
the surface. Thus, we have  

Ω=∇⋅+∆− infTvTk   (2.1) 
where k  is the heat conductivity coefficient, ν  is the convection velocity multiplied by the heat 
capacity and f  is the internal heat source. On the boundary 0Γ  we have the condition  

00 Γ= onTT   (2.2) 
where 0T  is the effective external radiation temperature. 

On 2Γ  the body radiates heat to infinity, which results to heat balance 

2
4 Γ=+

∂
∂ ∞ onqT

n
Tk εσε

 (2.3) 

where ∞q  is the intensity of radiation coming from outside the system. By ∞q  we denote the 

emissivity of the surface. Finally, on iΓ  we have 
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( ) iiii onqKqKI
n
Tk Γ=−+
∂
∂ ∞∞

  (2.4) 

Where ∞
iK  denotes the amount of outside radiation that reaches iΓ . iq  is the radiosity of the 

surface iΓ  . It depends on the surface temperature through the relation  

( )( ) ( ) iiii onqqKIT ΓΚ−=−−+ ∞∞εεσε 114

 (2.5) 
In fact equation (2.5) can be written as  

( ) ( ) 41 TqKqKq iiii σεε ++−= ∞∞

 (2.6) 
Equation (2.6) states that the emitted radiation is the sum of the reflected radiation and the 

Stefan-Boltzmann radiation on the surface itself. Due to the non-convexity of the surface iΓ  we have 

to take into account the self illumination which is described by the integral operator iK . The three 

dimensional explicit form of iK  is known [1, 8]. It reads 

( ) ( ) ( ) dyyqyxGxqK
i

i ∫
Γ

= ,
 (2.7) 

where 
( ) ( ) ( )yxyxGyxG ,,, β∗=  (2.8) 

and 

( ) ( ) ( )
., 4xy

yxnxyn
yxG yx

−

−⋅−⋅
=∗

π
  (2.9) 

Here xn  is the inner normal to iΓ  at the point x . yn  is defined analogously. The function 

( )yx ,β  is called the visibility function. More precisely, if the point x  and y  'see each other' along 

a straight line segment that does not intersect iΓ  at any other point, then ( ) 1, =yxβ ; otherwise 

( ) 0, =yxβ . Before introducing the variational form note that the Stefan-Boltzmann law is 
physically meaningful only for positive temperatures then we can monotonize it by replacing 4Tσ  by 

( ) .3TTh Τ= σ   To this end, the weak formulation of (2.1) - (2.5) reads as 
 

 (2.10) 
( ) ( )( ) iiWWiiiii WgqKITh

ii
i i

∈∀=−−+−
×′

Γ Γ
∫ ∫ ψψψεψε ,1

 (2.11) 
for the radiosity q and the temperature T. The system (2.10) - (2.11) is well defined (in three-
dimensional case) if we set ( ) ( ) ( )ii LLHX ΓΓΓΩ= 5

2
5

0
1 ; ΙΙ  and ( )ii LW Γ= 5  (see the introduction 

for the definition of the spaces). Then the radiosity iq  will be in  ( )iL Γ4/5  and T in X . 
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3.  Radiation on non-convex surfaces 
In this section we recall some properties of the operator iΚ  defined in (2.7) and the corresponding 
kernel ( )yxG ,  defined in (2.8) - (2.9). 
Lemma1. Let  iΓ  be a Ljapunow surface in δ,1C  with )1,0[∈δ .  Then for any arbitrary point ix Γ∈  
we obtain  

( )∫
Γ

=Γ
i

ydyxG 1, . 

Proof: See [5 , 6]. 
Lemma 2. The operator iK   is non-negative, i.e. for the integral kernel ( )yxG ,  it holds ( )yxG , ≥0. 

The mapping ( ) ( )i
p

i
p

i LLK Γ→Γ:  is compact for ∞≤≤ p1 . Furthermore, we get  

(a) 1=iK  in pL  for ∞≤≤ p1  , 
(b) The spectral radius 1)( =iKρ . 
Proof: See [5, 6]. 
Let us now consider equation (2.5) or its weak formulation (2.10). We denote by Ε  the operator 
corresponding to multiplication with ε  then it holds that iq  can be solved from (2.5), thus we have  
Lemma 3. The operator ( ) iKΕ−Ι−Ι  from ( )i

pL Γ  into itself is invertible and its inverse is 
nonnegative. 
Proof: See [ 4 ] . 
Due to Lemma 3 the problem (2.10) - (2.11) can be written in terms of T alone by solving iq  from 
(2.11). If we introduce the operators  

( ) ( )( ) ΕΕ−Ι−Ι−Ι= −1
iii KKA   (3.1) 

( ) ( )( ) ΕΕ−Ι−ΙΕ−Ι= −1
ii KK  (3.2) 

( )( )( )ΕΕ−Ι−Ι−ΙΕ= −
ii KK 1  (3.3) 

Then ( ) gThAqK iii
~)( +=−Ι  and the problem reads as  

=++∇⋅+∇∇ ∑ ∫∫ ∫
ΓΩ Γ i

i

i

ThAThTTk φφεφνϕ )()(
2

XX
f

×′
φ,~  (3.4) 

For the operator iA  we have  

Lemma 4 . The symmetric part of operator iA , T
ii AA +  from ( )i

pL Γ  into itself is positively semi 
definite. 
Proof: Let ( )i

pLu Γ∈  be arbitrary. Suppose that u~  is the solution of ( )( ) ,~ uuK Ε=Ε−Ι−Ι  then 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )uKuKuAAu ii
T
ii

~,~2,
1

−ΙΕ−Ι−ΙΕ=+
−

 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 0~,~2~,~2 21 ≥−+−ΙΕ−Ι= − uKKuuKKu iiii   

as 1)( =iKρ . 
Lemma 5. The operator iA  can be written as iiA Β−Ι=  where 0≥Β i  and 1)( ≤iBρ  . Furthermore 
if ε  is a constant, then 1≤Β i  as a mapping from ( )i

pL Γ  into itself. Strict inequality is obtained 

when ε  is constant and 1<Κ i . 
Proof: [ 4 ] 
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4.  Existence of solutions 
Before discussing some partial coercivity results, we can write problem (3.4) into the form  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) =Τ+Τ+Τ=Τ ∑
i

iaaaa ϕϕϕϕ ,,,,~
21 Xf ∈∀ϕϕ,  (4.1) 

where 
( ) ,,1 ϕνϕϕ Τ∇⋅+∇Τ∇=Τ ∫

Ω

ka   (4.2) 

( ) ∫
Γ

Τ=Τ
2

,)(,2 ϕεϕ ha   (4.3) 

( ) ∫
Γ

Τ=Τ
i

hAa ii .)(, ϕϕ   (4.4) 

Lemma 6. Suppose that Ω  is bounded and connected, ,0=⋅∇ ν 0≥⋅ nν  on 0\ ΓΩ∂  and one of the 
following conditions holds, 
(i) 0Γ  has positive surface measure 

(ii) 2Γ  has positive surface measure 

(iii) iΓ  has positive surface measure and iA  can be written as iiA Β−Ι=  with 1≤Β i . Then the 

form 1a  is coercive in  ( )Ω1H  or 21 aa +  is coercive in ( ) ( )2
51 ΓΩ LH Ι  or iaa +1  is 

coercive in ( ) ( )iLH ΓΩ 51 Ι . 
Proof: Let us first consider the convection term. Integrating by parts we get 

+⋅∇−∇⋅−=∇⋅ ∫∫ ∫
ΩΩ Ω

dxTdxTTdxTT 2ννν ∫ ∫
Ω∂ Ω∂

≥⋅=⋅ ,0
2
1 22 dsTndsTn νν  

as T = 0 on 0Γ  and 0≥⋅ nν  outside 0Γ  . The case ( i ) follows directly from Poincare inequality [2]. In 
case (ii) we have  

( ) ( ) ∫ ∫
Ω Γ

+∇∇≥+
2

)(,, 21 TThTTkTTaTTa ε ( ) ( )( )52

2
52 ΓΩ

+∇≥
LL

TTc  (4.5) 

Since Ω  and 2Γ  are bounded then  

( ) ( )2
5

2
2 ΓΓ

Τ≤Τ
LL

c   (4.6) 

for some constant c  depending on the measure of 2Γ  . 

This implies that ( ) ( )2
52 ΓΩ

+∇=
LL

uuu  is an equivalent norm in ( ) ( )2
51 ΓΩ LH Ι , (see [2]). 

On the other hand we have ( )
∞→

T
TTa ,~

 as .∞→Τ   

Finally for case (iii) we have  
( ) ( ) TThBTThTTkTTaTTa

ii

ii )()(,,1 ∫∫ ∫
ΓΩ Γ

−+∇∇≥+ ( ) ( ) ( )
52

52 1
iLiL

TBTc
ΓΩ

−+∇≥ σ  . 

Here we use the fact that ( ) ( )
4

54/5)(
ii LL

TTh
ΓΓ

=σ  . Hence the conclusion follows as above. 

As we have neither coercivity nor monotonicity results in the general case we will make use of 
the technique of sub-and supersolutions. For this reason, we denote by +Χ  the cone of non-negative 
elements  

{ }0: ≥Χ∈=Χ+ xx  (4.7) 
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Theorem 1. Let Ω  be a three-dimensional domain with a piecewise δ,1C  -boundary with ∈δ  (0 , 1) 

that satisfies the Lipschitz condition. Assume that Χ′∈f~  , the velocity ν  satisfies the conditions of 

Lemma 6, and that there exist two functions )()(,,
5

1
ii L ΓΩΗ∈≤ Ιψϕψϕ  , such that  

Χ′∈∀><≤ ωωωϕ ,~),(~ fa   (4.8) 

Χ′∈∀><≥ ωωωψ ,~),(~ fa   (4.9) 
Then (4.1) has a solution T. Moreover, ψϕ ≤Τ≤  in Ω . 
Proof: Using Lemma 5 we can rewrite the problem (4.1) into the form  

,,~),(),(),(),( 21 Χ∈∀><=Τ−Τ+Τ+Τ ωωωωωω fcbaa   (4.10) 
where  

∑∫
Γ

Τ=Τ
i i

hb ωω )(),( and ∑∫
Γ

ΒΤ=Τ
i i

hc )()(),( * ωω . 

Set now ψ=Τ1  and construct a sequence 1, ≥Τ nn  as follows: 

1,,~),(),(),(),( 121 >Χ∈∀><+Τ=Τ+Τ+Τ − nfcbaa nnnn ωωωωωω   (4.11) 
In fact nΤ  is a decreasing sequence of supersolutions that is bounded from below. To show this, 

we assume that nΤ  is a supersolution. Then  

+

+++

Χ∈∀≤Τ+Τ−Τ−Τ−><=

Τ−Τ+Τ−Τ−Τ+Τ

ωωωωωω

ωωωωωω

0),(),(),(),(,~
),(),(),(),(),(),(

21

1211211

nnnn

nnnnnn

cbaaf

bbaaaa
  (4.12)  

If we choose [ ] ++ Τ−Τ= nn 1ω  then we obtain from above that  

,0~4~4),( 2323

1

2

≤Τ+Τ+ ∑∫∫
ΓΓ

ωσωσεωω
i i

a   (4.13) 

where Τ~  is between nΤ  and 1+Τn  . Clearly the left hand side of (4.13) is coercive in )(1 ΩΗ  and we 
conclude that 0=ω  and consequently nn Τ≤Τ +1  . On the other hand c is defined using a non-negative 
kernel then we see that +

+ Χ∈∀Τ≤Τ ωωω ),(),( 1 nn cc  . 
Hence, it is easy to see that 1+Τn  is also a supersolution . The case of subsolution is treated 

analogously. Furthermore, if the initial approximation is bounded from below by a subsolution, the 
later iterates will be also bounded from above. This means that the sequence nΤ  converges 
monotonically to a limit which clearly solves the problem (4.1). 
 
 
5.  Extension of analysis  
5.1  Coercive cases 

Here we consider two important cases when the problem is coercive.  The first case is related to two-
dimensional problem. Here the trace theorem implies that the boundary values of )(1 ΩΗ  - functions 
are in )(ΓpL  for all finite p . Thus, the non-linear and non-local boundary terms are well defined in a 
two-dimensional setting for standard 1Η   - functions. Moreover, the mapping from )(1 ΩΗ  to )(5 ΓL   
is compact. Hence, the boundary terms can be considered in some sense as small perturbations of the 

elliptic main part. Of course, in 2D the definition of the kernel ),(
*

yxG  is given [1]. 
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Theorem 2.  Suppose that Ω  is a connected piecewise δ,1C  - domain in 2R  which satisfies one of the 

conditions in Lemma 6. Then, if ( )′ΩΗ∈ )(~ 1f  and on all iΓ  we have 0),( ≥ΤΤia Τ∀ , then (4.1) has 
a solution. 
Proof: (see [4] for details) As 0),( ≥ΤΤia i∀  , the form a~  is coercive in )(1 ΩΗ  . The non-local 
terms are compact. So as the other terms are monotone, we see that a~  is in fact also pseudo-monotone. 
Hence the problem (4.1) has at least one solution [9 , 10]. Moreover, the nonnegativity condition for 

ia  is verified at least when ε  is constant on iΓ  , see Lemma 5. 
The second case when coerciveness can be achieved is the situation where the radiating 

surfaces emit part of the radiation out of the system. This makes the non-local operator contractive and 
results in coerciveness with respect to the )(5 ΓL  - norm. More precisely, the following assertion holds. 
Theorem 3.  Suppose that Ω  is a connected piecewise δ,1C  - domain with ∈δ  (0 , 1) such that for 
any iΓ  the emissivity ε  is constant and the operator iΚ  satisfies 1<Κ i  . If Χ′∈f~  , then the 
problem (4.1) has a solution. 
Proof: (see [4] for details) From Lemma 5 we have that the non-local term is coercive in 5L  . Now we 
do not have the compactness arising from the trace theorem. Instead of that we have to use the 
compactness of iΚ  . This can be done by introducing a fixed point problem qqF =)(  in )(4/5 ΓL  
where 

Γ
Τ= )()( qhqF  and qΤ  is the solution of the problem  

( )∑∫ ∑∫
Γ Γ

−Κ−−Κ+><=Τ+Τ+Τ
i i

ii

i i

qfqhqaqa ωεεεωωεωω 1
21 )1(1,~)(),(),( . 

In fact one can show that there exists a ball in )(4/5 ΓL  that is mapped into itself by F  . 
Moreover, F  is compact as iΚ  's are compact. Hence by Schauder's fixed point argument [3 , 7], there 
exists a fixed point for F  . The corresponding qΤ  is a solution of our problem. 
 
5.2 Temperature dependent conductivity 

The results of section 4 can be generalized to the case when the coefficient of heat conductivity k  is a 
function of the temperature Τ . Introducing the Kirchhoff transform  

∫
Τ

Τ

=ΤΚ
0

)()( zdzk   (5.1) 

we have 
)()( ΤΚ∇=Τ∇Τk   (5.2) 

Since )(Τk  is assumed to be strictly positive for all Τ  then the transformation is invertible and 
we can write )(ΤΚ=Τ  . Furthermore, the mapping Τ→Κ  is monotone. Hence, writing the problem 
in terms of Κ  instead of Τ  we arrive to the abstract formulation (4.1) with the exception that 

)()()( 3 ΚΤΚΤ=Κ σh  instead of ΤΤ 3σ . 
 
5.3 Temperature dependent emissivity 

In some applications the emissive properties of materials depend strongly on temperature. Thus it is 
vital to consider some cases when ε  is a function of temperature. Assume that ε  satisfies the 
following conditions 
(i) )(•ε  is continuous as a function of temperature. 

(ii) )()( ΤΤ hε is increasing as a function of Τ  on 2ΓΓ Υ . 
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(iii) There exists 10 , εε  such that Τ∀≤≤Τ≤< 1)(0 10 εεε . 
Theorem 4. Let Ω  be a connected domain which satisfies condition (i) or (ii) of Lemma 6 . Suppose 
that )(~

Ω∈ ∞Lf  , the intensity ∞q  is bounded, and that )(Τ= εε  satisfies the above three 
conditions. Then there exists a solution for (4.1). 
Proof: We can construct sub-and supersolutions ϕ  and ψ  in )(Γ∞L  that are simultaneously valid for 

all 10,)( εεεε ≤≤Γ∈ ∞L . Let [T] denote the truncated boundary temperature [T] = min 

( )( )Τ,max, ϕψ  . Clearly [T] )()( 1 ΩΗ∈Τ∀Γ∈ ∞L  . We now choose )(1
0 ΩΗ∈Τ   

arbitrarily and solve 1Τ  from  

[ ]( ) ωωωωω ∀><=Τ+Τ+Τ ∑ ΤΤ ,~,),(),( 11211
01 faaa

i
i   (5.3)  

Where Τa  denotes  a  with )(Τ= εε  . 
The problem (5.3) has sub-and supersolutions ϕ  and ψ  . Hence, there exists a solution. 

Furthermore, if we choose 1Τ=ω  we obtain 

( ) .),(~),(),( 111
1

1 11112111
2

1 ΗΗ′
Η

Τ
Η

Τ+Τ≤ΤΤ+ΤΤ≤Τ ψϕα cfaa   (5.4) 

In similar way we can construct  1+Τ j  when jΤ  is known. The sequence { }jΤ  is bounded in 

)()( 2
51 ΓΩΗ LΙ  . Hence it has a subsequence denoted by { }jΤ  that converges weakly to *Τ  in 

)()( 2
51 ΓΩΗ LΙ  . Thus, in particular, ),(),( *

11 ωω Τ→Τ aa j  . On the boundary Γ  we have from the 

trace theorem that *Τ→Τ j  in )(2 ΓL  . But from this we deduce that jΤ  converges pointwise almost 
everywhere. On the other hand both )( jΤε  and ][ jΤ  are uniformaly bounded and converge also 

pointwise almost everywhere. Hence they converge strongly to )( *Τε  and ][ *Τ  respectively in )(ΓpL  

for any ∞<p  . Now we can claim that ( )ω,][1
ji

ja Τ−Τ  tends to ( )ω,][ **

ΤΤ
ia  . Using equation (2.11), 

we can write  
( ) ( )( )ωω ,,][1

iiji qa j Κ−Ι=Τ−Τ  ,  
where jq  is the solution of  

( )( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )ijjjij Lhq Γ∈∀ΤΤ=ΚΤ−−Ι −−
5

11
~,~,][~,1 ωωεωε  .  

Since 1≤Κ i  we observe that  

chq pp LjLj ≤Τ≤ ][
0

1

ε
ε

  . 

Hence a subsequence converges weakly to *q *q  in pL  . Rewriting the above equation as  
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )ωεωεω ~,~,][~, 11 jijjjji qhq ΚΤ−ΤΤ=Κ−Ι −−   

we notice that the convergence of the left hand side and the first term on the right hand side is clear. 
For the last term we first deduce from the compactness of iΚ  that ji qΚ  converges strongly in pL  . As 

( )jΤε   converges strongly in 5L  for any ∞<s  we conclude that *q  is the solution of the problem  

( )( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )ωεωε ~,][~,1 **** ΤΤ=ΚΤ−−Ι hqi ,  
which proves the convergence of ia  's.  Finally, we can write  

( ) ( ) ( ) ><=><+Τ−Τ−=Τ ∑ −ΤΤ ωωωωω ,,~,][,, 1
12 jj

i
ijj Ffaaa jj . 
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Now , jF  converges strongly to *F  in ( ) ( )( )′ΓΩΗ 2
51 LΙ  . This and monotonicity of 2a  imply 

that ( ) ( )ωω ,, *
22

*

Τ→Τ ΤΤ aa j
j  and consequently, that *Τ  is a solution of  

( ) ( ) ( ) ><=Τ+Τ+Τ ∑ ΤΤ ωωωω ,~,][,, **
2

*
1

**

faaa
i

i . 

As ϕ  and ψ  are sub-and supersolutions for any ε , 10 εεε ≤≤  , in particular for ( )*Τ= εε  we 
have ** ][ Τ=Τ  and therefore, *Τ  is a solution of the problem (4.1) with temperature dependent 
emissivity. 
 
5.4 Time dependent case 

Here we discuss briefly the extension of the above results to the parabolic case. Using the notation 
(4.1) we can write the parabolic problem as  

( ) ],0[..,,,,~ τ∈Χ∈∀><=Τ+Τ Χ×Χ′
Ω
∫ teauufuaut

 (5.5) 
with initial condition )()0( 2

0 Ω∈Τ=Τ L  . In the absence of the non-linear terms on 2Γ  and iΓ  the 
normal space for the solution would be 

( ) ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ′

ΩΗΗΩΗ=Υ )(:,0)(:,0 1112 ττ ΙL . 

However, in three-dimensional case the non-linear term is well defined for functions in Υ  . 
In order to be able to work with standard spaces we will implicitly assume some additional 

regularity for the solutions. Namely, we suppose that there exists sub-and supersolutions 
( )( )iL ΓΓ×Υ∈≤ ΥΙ 2

2 ],0[,, τψϕψϕ  . Then we can define a truncation by setting 
( )( )ψϕ ,,maxmin][ Τ=Τ . 

Theorem 5. Suppose that ( )( ) ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ′

ΩΗ∈ 12 :,0 τLf  and )(2
0 Ω∈Τ L  are such that the problem (5.5) 

has sub-and supersolutions ψϕ ≤  with properties )0()0( 0 ψϕ ≤Τ≤  and 
( )( )iL ΓΓ×Υ∈ ∞ ΥΙ 2],0[, τψϕ  . Then if Ω  satisfies the assumption of theorem 1, the problem 

(5.5) has a solution Υ∈Τ . 
Proof: We can proceed as in the proof of theorem 1. Namely, we denote ψ=Τ1  and define nΤ  by  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ],0[..,,][,][,, 12011
τ∈Τ=Τ+Τ+Τ+>Τ< −

Η×
′

Η
teavcvbvavav nnnntn  (5.6) 

for all )(1 ΩΗ∈v  and with initial condition 0)0( Τ=Τn  . 
The above problem is monotone and coercive. Hence it has a unique solution in Υ  . As the 

proof of theorem 1, we can conclude that if 1−Τn  is a supersolution, then 1−Τ≤Τ nn  and nΤ  is also a 
supersolution. Also the sequence nΤ  is bounded from below by ϕ  . Hence there exists a limit which is 
a solution of our problem. 
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